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Abstract This paper presents the use of Compressive Sensing (CS) in the reduction of resource

consumption to minimize battery and bandwidth usage. It also focuses on how attacks and misbe-

havior can be nullified. The proposed Neighborhood Compressive Sensing (NCS) model com-

presses the neighborhood sparse data such as routing table updates, advertisement and trust

information. It minimizes resource consumption because major computations are performed by

the leader node. The use of compressive sensing gives the reduction in resource consumption

because it reduces the amount of transmitting data in the network. It also prevents a network from

unwanted advertisement and attacks because the neighborhood nodes do not accept the advertise-

ments and updates directly, rather it uses leader node’s processed information. The proposed NCS

model is implemented in ‘‘GloMoSim” on top of the DSR protocol, resulting its effectiveness, as

compared to the DSR protocol when the network is misconducting for its selfish needs. Simulation

result shows that the proposed NCS model is outperformed DSR in terms of the energy consump-

tion, network lifetime and packet dropping ratio. This work is the extended version of Reduction in

Resource Consumption to enhance cooperation in MANET using Compressive Sensing (Akhtar

and Sahoo, 2015) [68].
� 2016 Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of Faculty of Computers and Information,

Cairo University. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.

org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Mobile ad hoc network (MANET) is an infrastructure-less,
self-organized network in which a group of wireless devices

(nodes) cooperate each other for its network operations.
Unlike a wireless infrastructure network, an ad hoc network
has certain characteristics such as lack of fixed infrastructure,

self-organization, dynamic topology, multi-hop routing and
energy constrained operation. An ad hoc network is a self-
organized network because it does not involve any central
authority or base station. Therefore, all ad hoc nodes need
matics J
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to cooperate in network activities and must implement com-
mon functions for addressing, routing, power control, etc.
Another key feature of an ad hoc network is the ability of a

mobile node to move generously while still be connected to
other mobile nodes and cooperate in network participation.
As far as the communication is concerned, the sender could

not communicate directly to the receiver due to the limited
radio coverage. A connection is established without any base
station and for only one session. To route packets, the devices

discover their neighbors to form a network. If the target node
is out of range then it is searched by flooding the network with
broadcasts that are forwarded by every node. Thus, packets
are transmitted through multiple hops to reach the destination.

Because, nodes are moving around the network so routing pro-
tocols provide the stable connections. A mobile node normally
operates with a limited battery power and reduced computa-

tional capability to minimize power consumption, because
complex calculation and high communication will drain out
the battery faster. So, a balance mechanism should be defined

in order to use the low resource.
In spite of these complexities, it has a lot of applications

such as in military war zones, disaster relief operations, mine

site operations and other suitable domains where infrastruc-
tures are not available, impractical, or expensive.

These characteristics make the network complex compared
to other infrastructure based networks. A lot of attack and

misbehavior obstruct the growth and implementation. Existing
models that guard on some threats still face other challenges.
Designing a secure and reliable protocol that suits mass appli-

cations is still a challenge. The fact is that the protocol not only
secures the network but it should provide reliability and
throughput for which the MANET was actually designed.

A MANET is like a society in which nodes have the addi-
tional responsibilities of routing and forwarding. But, nonco-
operation is genuine for saving itself by reducing the

resource consumption such as battery lifetime and other
resources. To enforce correct functioning and a realistic model
should be defined, so that misbehavior is nullified. That is why
a reduction in resource consumption is required to enhance

cooperation. The reduction is in terms of minimizing the rout-
ing activities by reducing the amount of transmitting data and
reducing the burden of heavy computations. Thus, reduction

saves battery lifetime and other resources resulting unethical
behavior will be abridged. In Section 3.2 we have discussed
how reduction in resource consumption is required to enhance

cooperation in MANET. We have also discussed the meaning
of misbehavior and why nodes misbehave.

This paper presents the use of Compressive Sensing (CS)
[1,2] in the reduction of resource consumption to minimize bat-

tery and bandwidth usage. It also focuses on how attacks and
misbehavior can be nullified. The proposed Neighborhood
Compressive Sensing (NCS) model compresses the neighbor-

hood sparse data such as routing table updates, advertisement
and trust information. This gives a reduction in the amount of
transmitting data. At first our model divides a MANET in

terms of the neighborhood called neighborhood group (NG).
In a neighborhood group we have a set of regular nodes, one
or more border node(s) and one leader node. Regular nodes

are responsible for compressing and forwarding the sparse
data to the leader node. The leader node is responsible for
the major computations. It joins all compressed data and
reconstructs the original data as well as it checks the validity
Please cite this article in press as: Akhtar MAK, Sahoo G, Enhancing cooperation in M
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of the advertisement. The border node is a regular node with
additional responsibility of passing the traffic to other neigh-
borhood group. We have used the term neighborhood node

to denote the regular or border node that belongs to a neigh-
borhood group.

In the proposed NCS model nodes of the neighborhood

group compress and forward the sparse data to the leader
node. Finally, the leader node joins all neighborhood data
and reconstructs the original data. The original data are

broadcasted by the leader node in its neighborhood. This gives
a reduction in resource consumption because major computa-
tions are performed by the leader node and only limited com-
putations are performed by neighborhood nodes. Thus, it

saves battery power of low processing devices because it com-
presses sparse data before transmission to reduce the amount
of transmitting data. This gives a reduction in total energy con-

sumption to prolong life of the network. It also prevents from
attacks and misbehavior because individual nodes do not
accept the advertisement and updates directly rather it uses

leader node processed information.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2

focuses on how compressive sensing is used for a mobile ad

hoc network along with our motivation. In Section 3 we have
discussed a detailed review onmitigation of misbehaving nodes,
reduction in resource consumption to enhance cooperation and
prior work on compressive sensing. Section 4 presents the pro-

posed NCS model to enhance cooperation in MANET using
compressive sensing (CS) technique. Experiments and result
are given in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Compressive sensing and motivation

2.1. Compressive sensing

Candès [1] and Donoho [2] proposed the new concept of signal

sensing and compression called Compressive Sensing (CS). CS
gained a wide acceptance in the recent years and applied in sig-
nal and image processing, pattern recognition, wireless commu-

nication, medical systems and analog-to-digital converters. In
compressive sensing sampling and compression is done simulta-
neously and accurately. It compresses directly without involv-
ing intermediate steps of conventional compression techniques.

In the field of ad hoc network a set of sparse data can be
compressed and forwarded to the leader node. The leader node
uses projection to recover the actual data which reduces the

amount of transmitting data in the network. The neighborhood
nodes simply use leader node advertisements; thus, the pro-
posed model prevents networks from several attacks (such as

black hole and replay attacks) because wrong advertisements
are not considered. It also declines the power consumption of
neighborhood nodes because major computations are per-

formed at the leader end. When we compare it with conven-
tional routing methods all nodes are responsible for
calculations, updates and forwarding. Thus, the battery of
neighborhood nodes drains faster and leads to misbehave and

noncooperation.

2.2. Prior work on compressive sensing

Compressive sensing is a new technique of signal sensing and
compression, samples and compresses a signal simultaneously
ANET using neighborhood compressive sensing model, Egyptian Informatics J
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Figure 1 A mobile ad hoc network.
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and reconstructs with high accuracy. Lots of work has been
proposed in the field of signal processing, pattern recognition
and wireless communication to reduce the energy consumption

and maximize the network lifetime. Here, we have discussed
some of the prior work on compressive sensing.

Lee et al. [52] proposed a combined compressed sensing. It

incorporates routing design with compressive sensing for
energy efficient data gathering in sensor networks. In the Sim-
ulation results they have shown the effectiveness of the pro-

posed combined technique in comparison with standard
compressed sensing.

Chou et al. [53] proposed an adaptive algorithm based on
the compressive sensing. This algorithm is used to gather infor-

mation from WSNs in an energy efficient way.
Feizi et al. [54] demonstrated some applications of compres-

sive sensing over networks. They make connection between

compressive sensing and traditional information theoretic
techniques for source coding and channel coding. They show
the explicit trade-off between the rate and the decoding

complexity.
Zhang et al. [55] proposed compressed neighbor discovery

protocol that allows all nodes to concurrently discover their

neighborhoods with a single frame of transmission, which is
normally of a few thousand symbol epochs. This scheme is
more efficient than conventional random-access discovery,
because nodes have to retransmit lots of frames with random

delays to effectively discovered.
For the reduction in energy consumption Xiong et al. [56]

proposed a combined method by taking compressive sensing

and network coding inner contact in WSN. This work
enhances network lifetime by reducing total energy
consumption.

Recently, for improving the performance of routing in wire-
less sensor network an adaptive and efficient technique based
on compressive sensing (ECST) is proposed by Aziz et al.

[57]. The proposed technique gives better results than the exist-
ing protocol in terms of the network lifetime and energy con-
sumption. This paper inspired us to use compressive sensing in
MANET.

2.3. Motivation

The motivation behind this work is to define some new way to

tackle from several attacks and misbehavior by reducing the
resource consumption and by centralizing the control. In a
MANET we have mostly low battery power devices. These

nodes have the dual responsibilities of routing and forwarding
and in order to save itself noncooperation is genuine. Nonco-
operation is in terms of misbehavior or packet dropping
attacks to reduce the resource consumption such as battery

lifetime and other resources. That is why we want to minimize
the battery usage so that these devices can survive more and
cooperate in network activities. A device may be a personal

computer (desktops/laptops) with wireless LAN cards, Per-
sonal Digital Assistants (PDA), Laptop, Palmtop or any other
wireless or mobile devices. We have shown a MANET in Fig. 1

in which a set of devices is connected together to share infor-
mation. The Laptop shown in Fig. 1 can be used as a leader
node because it has the high computation capability and more

battery power than low battery power devices such as mobile
phones. In a battle zone the captain’s Laptop can be taken
Please cite this article in press as: Akhtar MAK, Sahoo G, Enhancing cooperation in M
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as a leader node because it has high processing power and bat-
tery lifetime [3,4].

We have used the compressive sensing in a neighborhood
sparse domain. It compresses the neighborhood sparse data
such as routing table updates and other advertisement and

trust information. This saves battery power of low processing
devices and protects the network from attacks and misbehav-
ior because all advertisements and routing updates are under

the care of leader nodes.

3. Literature review

In this section we have focused on mitigation of misbehaving
nodes, reduction in resource consumption to enhance cooper-
ation and prior work on compressive sensing.

3.1. Mitigation of misbehaving nodes

MANET is most susceptible to selfishness, that is why it needs
some mechanisms to enhance cooperation [5]. Enforcing coop-

eration using complex techniques protects the network from
attacks and misbehavior but consumes more battery power
and bandwidth thus, reduces the life of the network. Our pro-

posed model protects the network from attacks and misbehav-
ior because it consumes less energy and bandwidth. Let us take
a look on the existing mechanisms for the mitigation of misbe-

having or selfish nodes. These mechanisms are categorized into
two types the incentive based mechanisms and the reputation
based mechanisms [6].

3.1.1. Incentive-based mechanisms

The incentive based mechanisms discourage nodes to become
selfish by assigning some sort of incentives or credits to nodes
that cooperate in network activities. In this mechanism a suc-

cessful forwarding is counted and senders are rewarded by giv-
ing virtual money or credits. The virtual money or credits are
essential because to send its own packet also enough credits or

currency are required. Several works for the detection of mis-
behavior using an incentive based mechanism are as follows.
ANET using neighborhood compressive sensing model, Egyptian Informatics J
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The Packet Purse Model (PPM)/Packet Trade Model
(PTM) [7] [8] is a two model concept. The first model (PPM)
loads Nuglets for payment into the data packets before send-

ing it to the intermediate nodes and intermediate nodes obtain
more Nuglets than they deserve. In the PTM intermediate
nodes trade packets are maintained on the basis of previous

node, and finally the destination pays the price of the packets.
The limitation of this model is that it needs a secure hardware
to control nodes from tampering the amount of nuglets.

Anderegg and Eidenbenz proposed the ad hoc Vickrey-
Clarke-Groves (VCG) [9] method in two phases. In the first
Route Discovery phase destination nodes compute needed
payments for intermediate nodes and intimate this to the

source node or the central bank. The payment is performed
in the second phase that is the Data Transmission phase.
The limitation of ad hoc VCG is that nodes totally depend

on the destination nodes report.
Sprite [10] uses Central Authorized Server (CCS) in which

nodes have to send a receipt to CCS for every packet they for-

ward and then CCS assigns credits to nodes according to the
receipt. The limitation is in terms of scalability and message
overhead.

In priority forwarding [11], it uses two layered forwarding
concept: the Priced Priority forwarding and Free best-effort
forwarding. But the limitation of this method is that it has
packets forwarding problems.

Protocol independent Fairness Algorithm (PIFA) [12] is
suitable for any available routing protocols. It uses a Credit
Manager (CM) for maintaining the credit databases for nodes,

bank stations or sink nodes. It has a weakness in terms of mes-
sage processing overhead.

Buttayan and Hubaux [13] proposed the virtual currency,

called nuglets for the detection of selfish nodes. This method
increment a nuglet counter when nodes forward packets for
others. If a node has to send its own packet, it requires enough

credits because the system checks certain threshold value. If a
node does not have enough credit it is not allowed to send
packets. But this method needs tamper proof hardware to
maintain the nuglets.

Fratkin et al. [14] introduced a software solution without
involving the tamper resistant module. This method uses a
trusted third party defined as the banker node in charge for

payment consolidation and integrity.
Crowcroft et al. [15] proposed a pricing model in which

every node updates its prices on the basis of bandwidth usage

and power consumption.
Mok et al. proposed the Fee Arbitrated Incentive Architec-

ture (FAIR) [16]. In this method the benefits and contribution
of a node are measured and feedback schemes dynamically

adjust the FAIR performance. On the basis of nodes participa-
tion in network activities benefits are decided. To send own
packet nodes must cooperate in routing activities. This method

uses energy, bandwidth and processor constraints for the opti-
mization of performance.

Secure Incentive Protocol (SIP) [17] is a session-based

approach proposed by Zhang et al. This method divides the
function into three phases the Session initialization phase,
the Data forwarding phase and the Rewarding phase. In this

method a session initiator and a session responder are defined
and they are charged for taking the services. All intermediate
nodes gain credits on the basis of the number of packets suc-
cessfully forwarded.
Please cite this article in press as: Akhtar MAK, Sahoo G, Enhancing cooperation in M
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3.1.2. Reputation-based mechanisms

In the reputation-based mechanism some detection and pun-

ishment strategy is used for the mitigation of selfish nodes.
These mechanisms maintain some sort of reputation system
to identify and punish selfish nodes. In a MANET a node acts

as a trustor as well as trustee. Due to its self organization rep-
utation is defined on the basis of network participation seen by
others. It is defined on the basis of the packet delivery ratio

and other metrics. Lots of works have been proposed in the lit-
erature for the mitigation of misbehaving nodes using reputa-
tion based mechanism.

The first work on the detection of routing misbehavior was

proposed by Marti et al. [18] named Watchdog and Pathrater.
This base protocol for this mechanism is DSR [19] routing pro-
tocol. The Watchdog is responsible for neighbor monitoring

and identifying malicious and selfish nodes. The Pathrater
evaluates the reputation of nodes on a path and defines the
route by isolating selfish nodes lying on the routing paths.

But this mechanism rewards selfish nodes because there is no
punishment for misbehaving. Another weakness is in terms
of extra battery power consumption because each node has

to frequently listen to the medium.
Buchegger et al. [20,21] proposed the CONFIDANT proto-

col that monitors the behavior of nodes, then calculates the rep-

utation, and finally punish the identified misbehaving nodes.

This protocol divides the work in four parts: a monitor, a rep-

utation system, a trust manager and a path manager. TheMon-

itor is in charge of watching the behavior information of

neighboring nodes. The reputation system is accountable for

calculating the reputation of nodes on the basis of direct and

indirect observation. The trust manager is responsible to gather

warning messages from friends. The path manager is used to

manage routing by isolating selfish nodes. The limitation of this

protocol is an inconsistent evaluation problem in which each

node evaluates different evaluations for the same node and cre-

ates difficulty in identifying selfish nodes. Another problem is a

location privilege because punishment is defined on the basis of

packet drops not on the basis of network contribution. Thus,

battery of nodes situated in the center of the network drain fas-

ter than the nodes lying on the periphery of the network.

Michiardi and Molva [22] proposed reputation measure to

know a nodes contribution to a network. They classified repu-
tation into three types: subjective, indirect and functional. The
subjective reputation is computed on the basis of node’s direct
observation. The indirect reputation is computed based on the

information provided by other nodes. Finally, in the functional
reputation the subjective and indirect reputation is computed
with respect to different functions. The functional reputation

concentrates only on routing and packet forwarding function.
After that is takes these reputations to aggregate a collabora-
tive reputation.

Michiardi and Molva proposed the CORE [23] protocol for
the mitigation of misbehavior. This model evaluate nodes on
the basis of three reputations i.e., collaborative reputation. It

maintains several reputation tables with a Watchdog mecha-
nism at each node in the network. The Watchdog monitors
the behavior of a node and the reputation tables are used to
maintain the reputation values. The reputation is updated peri-

odically, by direct and indirect listening. Thus the proposed
model identifies the selfishness of a node or service requester
and able to decide either to serve or to refuse the request.
ANET using neighborhood compressive sensing model, Egyptian Informatics J
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Cooperation enhancement in MANETs (CineMA) [24] was
presented in the literature that limits the number of packets
forwarded by selfish nodes. The CineMA penalty scheme uses

a similar penalty scheme as in CORE and CONFIDANT. It
has three main modules the Watchdog module, a reputation
system module, and an interface queue module. The Watchdog

is responsible for system monitoring to collect information. A
reputation system determines the level of cooperation on the
basis of the number of packets received and the number of

packets forwarded. Finally the interface queue module limits
the amount of packets transmitted by selfish node. The key
advantage of CineMA is that it degrades the sending rate of
a selfish node.

The ‘‘TWOACK” mechanism [25,26] was proposed which
is the substitute of the Watchdog mechanism that uses a
network-layer acknowledgement-based scheme can be used

with any source routing protocol. In this mechanism data
packet has reached to the destination in two hops only. In
the simulation study they have shown that if a network having

40 percent selfish nodes then the delivery throughput using
TWOACK is 85–90%. The weakness of this method is that
it requires additional transmissions i.e. TWOACK and con-

sumes more energy than Watchdog mechanism.
Miranda and Rodrigues [27] proposed Friends & Foes to

minimize misbehavior from a MANET. Friends receive ser-
vices of the network and Foes are refused to serve by the nodes

of MANET. The limitation of this method is that it has mem-
ory and message overhead.

Adams [28] suggested the Reputation Indexing Window

(RIW) method in which emphasis is given on current feedback
rather than old ones. This mechanism considers a node as self-
ish for a long time to build up a good reputation because of its

impractical assumption.
In a work Hu et al. [29] suggested that nodes have to peri-

odically broadcast status information of neighboring nodes in

which it has to show the refusal of selfish nodes. The limitation
of this mechanism is the high communication overhead.

Paul and Westhoff [30] suggested a security extension of the
DSR protocol. It detects an attack in the routing process on

the basis of neighbors observation and routing messages.

3.1.3. Other reputation systems

The current status of reputation based systems is presented in

the survey of trust and reputation management systems [31].
The limitation of these reputations based mechanisms is in
terms of energy and other resource consumptions.

Several research works [13,32–37] show the usage of reputa-
tion value in the detection and exclusion of selfish node in
MANET. These methods have limitation because of its stricter

punishment strategy. These models isolate nodes from routing
activity on the basis of lower reputation value, hence, reduce
the total strength of nodes in the network. In view of the fact

that a cooperative network is based on the nodes strength the
network does not perform better.

A classification algorithm was proposed for the intrusion
detection in MANET [38]. This is an innovative approach

but not validated by real world data. Detection of selfish nodes
is proposed in these methods [39,40] but still these algorithms
consume more energy. A secure routing protocol is suggested

by Li et al. with nodes selfishness resistance in MANETs; how-
ever, this protocol still consumes much energy [41].
Please cite this article in press as: Akhtar MAK, Sahoo G, Enhancing cooperation in M
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Several trust management systems are proposed [42] and
categorized into three types: in the first the centralized systems
in which individual nodes cooperate with the system to man-

age the trust values. For a self organized network it is not prac-
tical. In the second category global trust calculation is
performed for every node; however, the limitation is that it

does not involve uncertainty. Finally, in the third category
all nodes calculate and maintain the trust value by direct or
indirect observation and suitable for a MANET. In this cate-

gory we have a lot of existing protocols such as CONFIDANT
[20,21], CORE [23], and OCEAN [32].

Josang et al. [43,44] developed algebra in support of assess-
ing trust relations by using a triplet of belief, disbelief, and

uncertainty in every trust statement. The limitation of this
approach is that it fails since a user cannot allocate consistent
value in each case.

Li and Wu [45] proposed the Certainty-Oriented Reputa-
tion System. It also uses a triplet (b, d, u) to characterize a
nodes opinion (b, d, u) € [0, 1]3: b+ d + u = 1 where b, d,

and u denotes belief, disbelief, and uncertainty respectively.
It uses a for successful forwarding and b for unsuccessful for-
warding. In case of a successful forwarding a is updated other-

wise b is updated. The triplet (b, d, u) represents the nodes
opinion and it is derived from Beta (a, b) which is the Bayesian
inference that accepts two parameters a and b for continuous
modification as soon as new observations are made. But, the

proposed work fails to express the core dimension of trust
because it concentrates on belief and disbelief only.
3.2. Reduction enhances cooperation

Reduction in resource consumption surely enhances coopera-
tion and minimizes misbehavior [6]. The reduction is in terms
of minimizing the routing activities that save battery life and

bandwidth, so that misbehavior can be controlled up to the
maximum extent. To understand the fact let us discuss the
meaning of misbehavior and why nodes misbehave.

A MANET is an autonomous body of mobile nodes or rou-
ters connected by wireless links. These networks work in a
standalone fashion in which each node has dual responsibilities

of forwarding and routing. As far as the wireless environment
is concerned complex calculation and high communication will
drain out the battery faster. In order to save its energy and

bandwidth nodes drop packets of others [6]. When a node
drops packet of others it is called misbehavior which degrades
the efficiency of packet transfer, increases the packet delivery
time, enhances the packet loss rate and creates network parti-

tioning. Misbehavior further classifies into selfish and mali-
cious. In selfish misbehavior a node drops packet of others
due to its honest causes (i.e., to save battery life, to save band-

width) encourages nodes to become selfish. Thus, energy and
bandwidth are the genuine cause of misbehavior. On the other
hand in the malicious attacks the attackers deploy wormhole

and black hole attacks to drop packets of others. In this work,
a node which drops packets of others is called a selfish node or
misbehaving node or malicious node.

A lot of work is proposed in the literature to minimize total

control traffic overhead using partitioning and subnetting.
These works minimizes resource consumption, because they
limit unnecessary broadcasts. Hence, nodes have fewer chances
ANET using neighborhood compressive sensing model, Egyptian Informatics J
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for misbehaving and it is true also because they have enough
energy to survive.

Chiang et al. [46] proposed a Partition Network Model to

minimize the routing overhead using Mobile agents. This
model enhances network cooperation by reducing routing
overhead.

López et al. [47] proposed the subnetting concepts to reduce
routing overhead. It divides a network into several subnets to
reduce the unwanted packets in a network. By reducing the

routing overhead it saves battery power thus enhance cooper-
ation in MANET. This model uses an internet type structure
to group nodes into subnets. But, subnetting concept is diffi-
cult to apply in MANET due to their dynamic and distributed

nature. This paper introduces several open challenges such as
subnet formation and address acquisition, mobility of nodes
between subnets and the intra-subnet and inter-subnet routing.

Lots of efficient virtual subnet model for MANET were
proposed in the literature [48–50]. These models enhance coop-
eration by minimizing overhead. But, these solutions are not

appropriate for devices having low computation power. The
limitation is that nodes in the subnet are authenticated using
certificates which involve lots of computations.

Akhtar and Sahoo proposed a novel approach for securing
an ad hoc network using the Friendly Group model [51]. It
uses two Network Interface Cards (NICs) in the border node
to partition a MANET into several friendly groups. This

model reduces battery usage by reducing total control traffic
overhead which enhances cooperation in MANET.

4. Proposed NCS model

4.1. Overview

This section presents the proposed model for the reduction in
resource consumption using compressive sensing (CS) tech-

nique [1,2,58–60]. In a MANET we have heterogeneous
devices having different storage, processing capability and bat-
tery lifetime. Processing of routing table updates and other

advertisement consumes valuable resources (such as energy
and bandwidth), which curtail the life of low battery power
devices. That is why this model defines Neighborhood Com-
pressive Sensing (NCS), so that the major computations are

performed at leader end. Thus, it saves battery usage of low
battery power devices as well as it prevents from attacks and
misbehavior because all fake advertisements are identified

using CS and correlated coefficients are treated. It identifies
malicious attacks and misbehavior because the fake advertise-
ment shows misclassified coefficients with abrupt and dissimi-

lar values. In CS we check the sparse matrix in terms of zero
and nonzero elements or in terms of similar and dissimilar
coefficients. We have mostly zero elements and some are non-

zero elements. Thus, the malicious advertisement can be easily
identified using dissimilar coefficient or nonzero elements. But,
the limitation of this technique is that if the network having a
larger number of misbehaving nodes or attackers then it mis-

classifies the identity because we have large number of mali-
cious data. Thus, we take action on regular or honest nodes
because they are less in number. To handle this point we have

considered the leader node reputation value as the basis for
classification and validity of zero elements or matching coeffi-
cients. In this paper we are assuming mostly regular or honest
Please cite this article in press as: Akhtar MAK, Sahoo G, Enhancing cooperation in M
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nodes and a lesser number of malicious nodes in the network.
The limitation will be considered for future work.

4.2. Mathematical background

Consider in an ad hoc network in which K number of nodes
are cooperating each other for its network operations. This

work divides the network into N number of NGs having KN

number of nodes per NGs defined as

K1 þ K2 þ K3 þ . . .þ KN ¼ K

Let

d ¼ d1; d2; . . . ; dN½ �T

represent the data received by N number of nodes in a neigh-

borhood. The received data (d) are sparse in nature. Here,
routing table updates and other advertisement are taken as
sparse data because nodes belong to the same neighborhood

group and neighborhood data are approximately same. This
work assumes a less percentage of selfish nodes than regular
nodes. The leader node coefficient is the basis of authenticity
and sparsity because regular node coefficient is approximately

same in the neighborhood. Hence, the leader node and regular
nodes data are sparse in nature. Whereas malicious advertise-
ment contain dissimilar coefficients and can be easily identified

by leader node. Suppose that W denotes the domain which is
an NXN orthonormal basis represented as

W ¼

W11 W12 . . . W1N

W21 W22 . . . W2N

..

. ..
. . .

. ..
.

WN1 WN2
..
.

WNN

2
666664

3
777775

Then data d can be represented in W domain as

d1

d2

..

.

dN

2
66664

3
77775
¼

W11 W12 ::: W1N

W21 W22 ::: W2N

..

. ..
. . .

. ..
.

WN1 WN2
..
.

WMN

2
666664

3
777775

x1

x2

..

.

xN

2
66664

3
77775

i:e:; d ¼ WX ð1Þ
where

X ¼ x1; x2; . . . ; xN½ �T

are the obtained coefficients of d in domain W.

4.3. Phases of the NCS model

In this work a MANET is logically divided into several neigh-

borhood groups (NGs) on the basis of one hop distance. A
neighborhood group consists of a set of regular nodes, one
or more border node(s) and one leader node. Regular nodes
are responsible for compressing and forwarding their sparse

data to the leader node. The leader node is responsible for
the major computations. It joins all compressed data and
reconstructs the original data as well as checks the validity

of the advertisement. The border node is a regular node with
additional responsibility of passing the traffic to other neigh-
borhood group. We have used the term neighborhood node
ANET using neighborhood compressive sensing model, Egyptian Informatics J
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     Leader Node 

     Regular Node   

Figure 2b Neighborhood group.

     Leader Node 

     Regular Node   

     Border Node 

Figure 2c A MANET in NCS Model.
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to denote a regular and border node that belongs to a neigh-
borhood group. The leader node is taken to minimize battery
usage of neighborhood nodes (low battery power devices) and

to prevent a network from attacks and misbehavior. We have
used DSR routing protocol [19] as the base protocol. Our
model contains three phases i.e. the Neighborhood creation

and leader selection phase, the Data compression and forward-
ing phase and the Data gathering, reconstruction and adver-
tisement phase.

4.3.1. Neighborhood creation and leader selection phase

In this phase one or more neighborhood group(s) is defined on
the basis of single hop neighbors or one hop distance. The one

hop distance is computed on the basis of leader node and reg-
ular node locations as shown in Fig. 2a.

Let LN = (x1, y1) and RN = (x2, y2) then the Euclidean

distance d is computed using

dðLN;RNÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x1 � x2ð Þ2 þ y1 � y2ð Þ2

q

A node is in the coverage area of a NG if Euclidean dis-

tance is less than or equal to communication range. On the
other hand when a RN is within the coverage of two or more
NGs, then the minimum Euclidean distance is the basis for
selecting a RN as a member for the NG. If two or more

LNs are at the same distance from the RN, in that case the
RN is added to any one of the NGs.

After that a leader node is elected for each neighborhood

group on the basis of high computational power and battery
lifetime. For example, in a battle zone a leader node could
be a captain’s laptop [3,4]. Figs. 2b and 2c shows the proposed

diagram of the NCS model. Fig. 2b shows a neighborhood
group in which nodes are at a distance of one hop and
arranged in a grid pattern, where arrows indicate bidirectional

flow. The center node acts as a leader node. The leader node
could also be in the corner or periphery of the network. But,
choosing a node at the center gives large geographical cover-
age. Here, this work employs only grid pattern, but nodes

can be arranged in other patterns on the basis of one hop
distance.

The complete network is shown in Fig. 2c in which 4 nodes

act as leader nodes having high processing power and battery
lifetime. For intergroup routing only relevant information is
forwarded by border nodes. The border nodes can also be

elected from the periphery of the neighborhood group. The
selection of leader node and border node can be defined as
per the requirement of the network and mobility. In this paper
we are concentrating on data compression using compressive

sensing to maximize the network lifetime and to prevent a net-
work from attacks and misbehavior. We have not discussed
the selection of leader node in this paper. To select a leader

node we can use any of the existing algorithms [61,62]. We
have used the ‘‘Elite Leader Finding Algorithm for MANETs”
[61]. It elects a vice-coordinator and a group of elite nodes as

cabinet that avoids frequent leader election in the event of lea-
der crash or failure. It avoids the broadcast of messages, to a
LN RN d 

Figure 2a Euclidean distance (d) between LN and RN.
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large extent, and uses multicast and eventually unicast in lea-
der election.

4.3.2. Data compression and forwarding phase

In this phase, neighborhood sparse data are compressed by
neighborhood nodes individually and forwarded to the leader

node instead of its direct use. Data means any type of adver-
tisements or routing table updates.

For example, the reception and broadcast of hello message

in a neighborhood are used to determine the network connec-
tivity. A network having 4 NGs is shown in Fig. 2d. It shows
that data within a NG is sparse or of the same coefficient.

Tables 1 and 2 show the routing table of node NG1,1 which
is sparse because, it has few large or dissimilar coefficients
and many small or similar coefficients. The compression is per-
formed by the all nodes of the neighborhood group individu-

ally. Here, sparse data denotes such type of data in which
some of its coordinates having similar value and the rest hav-
ing another value.

Let

d ¼ d1; d2; . . . ; dN½ �T

represent the data received by N number of nodes in a neigh-
borhood group. The compressed version y can be defined for
the data d through the measurement matrix U as
ANET using neighborhood compressive sensing model, Egyptian Informatics J
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Figure 2d Hello message broadcast is sparse.

Table 1 Hello message within the NG1 for node NG1,1.

Dest Next hop Metric

NG1,2 LN1 2

NG1,3 LN1 2

NG1,4 LN1 2

NG1,5 LN1 2

NG1,6 LN1 2

NG1,7 LN1 2

NG1,8 LN1 2

Table 2 Hello message within the NG2 for node NG1,1.

Dest Next hop Metric

NG2,2 LN1 5

NG2,3 LN1 5

NG2,4 LN1 5

NG2,5 LN1 5

NG2,6 LN1 5

NG2,7 LN1 5

NG2,8 LN1 5
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y1

y2

..

.

yN

2
66664

3
77775
¼

U11 U12 . . . U1N

U21 U22 . . . U2N

..

. ..
. . .

. ..
.

UN1 UN2
..
.

UMN

2
666664

3
777775

d1

d2

..

.

dN

2
66664

3
77775

or, we can write

y ¼ Ud ð2Þ
where U is MXN random Gaussian or Bernoulli matrix with
M � N.

On that basis, we can calculate the compressed version y for
every nodes of the neighborhood group. For example, the
compressed version (yi) can be obtained for nodei as

yi ¼
Xn

j¼1

Uijdi
Please cite this article in press as: Akhtar MAK, Sahoo G, Enhancing cooperation in M
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After compressing all nodes should forward their sparse
data to the leader node.

4.3.3. Data gathering, reconstruction and advertisement phase

The leader node gathers neighborhood data and reconstructs
the original data. After that it advertises the valid information

in its neighborhood.

(a) Data gathering

The neighborhood data forwarded to the leader node are
denoted as

y ¼ ðy1 þ y2 þ . . .þ yNÞ
(b) Reconstruction using p-norm

Let us consider a vector

X ¼ x1; x2; . . . ; xN½ �T
ANET using neighborhood compressive sensing model, Egyptian Informatics J
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Figure 3 Data advertisement by leader node.

(n1) (n2) (n3) 

(n6) (n5) 

(n7) (n8) (n9) 

(n4) 

Malicious 
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Figure 4 Scenario description.
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Figure 5a ACREQ message from neighborhood nodes.
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The p-norm of the vector is defined using

kXkp ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
kx1kp þ kx2kp þ . . .þ kxNkpp

q

Similarly the one norm can be obtained as

kXk1 ¼ kx1k þ kx2k þ . . .þ kxNk
From ‘‘(1),” and ‘‘(2),” the leader node reconstructs the

original data by solving the given L1-minimization problem.

min kXkL1
subject to

y ¼ UWX

d ¼ WX

We have used the ‘‘Signal recovery from random measure-

ments via orthogonal matching pursuit” algorithm [60] at the
leader end to reconstruct the original data.

(c) Advertisement of valid information

The leader node after reconstruction advertises the valid
information in its neighborhood as shown in Fig. 3, where

arrows indicate data advertisement.

5. Experiments and results

5.1. Scenario description

To demonstrate the working of the proposed NCS model we
have taken 9 nodes in which node n5 is chosen as a leader node
Please cite this article in press as: Akhtar MAK, Sahoo G, Enhancing cooperation in M
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and node n3 is defined as malicious node. The network is
arranged in a grid pattern as shown in Fig. 4. The proposed
model protects the MANET from threats and misbehavior

as well as it reduces resource consumption. The detection of
attacks and misbehavior is presented in Section 5.2 and reduc-
tion in resource consumption is discussed in Section 5.3.

5.2. Detection of attacks and misbehavior

The malicious advertisement gives wrong information to the

network and thus nodes having false routes in the MANET.
To check the validity of the advertisements neighborhood
nodes forwards the Advertisement Check Request (ACREQ)

compressed message to leader node as shown in Fig. 5a. The
ACREQ message is denoted by a pair (node_number, data).
The data forwarded by neighborhood nodes is ‘i’ and mali-
cious node is ‘j’. Arrows in the figure indicate transmission

of ACREQ message from neighborhood nodes to leader node.
Fig. 5b shows the ACREP (Advertisement Check Reply)

message broadcast by a leader node in its neighborhood after

processing (joining and reconstructing) of the received com-
pressed data. Arrows in the figure indicate ACREP
advertisement.

The ACREQ information is sparse in nature because all
neighborhood nodes are at a distance of one hop. The neigh-
borhood node compresses these advertisements and forwards
it to the leader node. The leader node gathers all neighborhood

data and reconstructs the original data. The reconstruction is
done using ‘‘Signal recovery from random measurements via
orthogonal matching pursuit” algorithm [60]. Finally, it adver-

tises the original data and identity of misbehaving nodes in its
neighborhood.

The leader node receives all correlated data except the mali-

cious nodes advertised fake or misclassified data. Thus, it iden-
tifies that malicious nodes have broadcasted wrong
advertisements in the neighborhood. Now, we can punish the

malicious node by isolating misbehaving from the routing path
and discarding its messages by sending an alarm message in the
neighborhood.

A neighborhood node forwards the node_number and com-

pressed advertised data to leader node for checking the validity
of the advertisement and to know the identity of the malicious
nodes. The sparse data gathered by leader node can be repre-

sented as

y ¼ ðy1 þ y2 þ . . .þ yNÞ
The data gathered by leader node is sparse in nature

because all neighborhood nodes are at a distance of one hop.

Thus malicious advertisements can be easily identified from
ANET using neighborhood compressive sensing model, Egyptian Informatics J
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Figure 5b ACREP message advertisement by leader node.
Figure 6a RTREQ message advertisement by leader node.
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Figure 6b RTREP message from neighborhood nodes.
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the given matrix S. The data forwarded by neighborhood node
is ‘i’ and malicious node is ‘j’ on the basis of its coefficient. This
work assumes a less percentage of malicious nodes than regu-

lar nodes in a neighborhood. That is why the malicious adver-
tisements contain dissimilar coefficients and can be easily
identified by leader node. Matrix ‘S’ shows that we have very
little malicious advertisements. The ‘j’ value in other nodes

indicates that some neighborhood nodes received the adver-
tisements of malicious nodes.

Thus, the proposed model protects a network from
unwanted advertisement and attacks because neighborhood
nodes do not accept the advertisement and updates directly

rather it uses its leader node processed information.

5.3. Reduction in resource consumption

In conventional routing methods all nodes are responsible for
calculations, updates and forwarding. Thus, the battery of the
neighborhood nodes drains faster and it leads to misbehave

and noncooperation. Our proposed model declines the power
consumption of neighborhood nodes because major computa-
tions are performed at the leader end. In routing table updates
the battery usage of neighborhood nodes can be minimized by

reducing the amount of transmitting data in the network using
Compressive sensing. The leader node periodically broadcast
RTREQ (Routing Table Request) message in its neighborhood

to know the latest routes as shown in Fig. 6a, where arrows
indicate RTREQ advertisement. After that neighborhood
nodes compress and forward their routing table to the leader

node using RTREP message as shown in Fig. 6b, where arrows
indicate transmission of RTREP message from neighborhood
nodes to leader node.

The leader node finally joins and reconstructs the routing
table and broadcast the latest route in the neighborhood.
The malicious advertisements can be easily identified from
the matrix S. The data forwarded by neighborhood node is

‘i’ and malicious node is ‘j’ on the basis of its coefficient. Thus,
Please cite this article in press as: Akhtar MAK, Sahoo G, Enhancing cooperation in M
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the malicious advertisements contain dissimilar coefficients
and can be easily identified by leader node. This saves
unwanted broadcast and minimizes the energy consumption

of low battery power nodes.
The leader node gathers all RTREPs and the data are rep-

resented as

y ¼ ðy1 þ y2 þ . . .þ yNÞ
After that the leader node reconstructs the original data

using ‘‘Signal recovery from random measurements via
orthogonal matching pursuit” algorithm [60]. Finally, the lea-
der node broadcast the original data or latest route (LROUTE)

in its neighborhood as shown in Fig. 6c, where arrows indicate
LROUTE advertisement.

The proposed model gives reductions in resource consump-

tion because major computations are performed at leader end
which saves battery power of low processing devices. It com-
presses sparse data before transmission thus, reduces the

amount of transmitting data in the network. The energy con-
sumption without CS (EWCS) and with CS using NCS model
(ENcs) is defined as

EWCS ¼ ET þ EP

ENcs ¼ ECT þ EPCS

where
ET: Energy consumption in transmission without CS

ECT: Energy consumption in transmission with CS
EP: Energy consumption in processing without CS

EPCS: Energy consumption in processing with CS
ANET
The ratio of ET and ECT is approximately 40:1.
The ratio of EP and EPCs is approximately 10:1.

Thus, our model reduces total energy consumption to
prolong life of the network. In addition to that it pro-
tects a network from unwanted advertisement and
using neighborhood compressive sensing model, Egyptian Informatics J
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Figure 6c LROUTE advertisement by leader node.

Table 3 Simulation parameters.

Parameters Values

SIMULATION-TIME 15 M

TERRAIN-DIMENSIONS (2000, 2000)

NUMBER-OF-NODES 500

NODE-PLACEMENT Grid

MOBILITY RANDOM-WAYPOINT

MOBILITY-WP-PAUSE 30S

MOBILITY-WP-MIN-SPEED 0

MOBILITY-WP-MAX-SPEED 5

MOBILITY-POSITION-GRANULARITY 0.5

PROMISCUOUS-MODE NO

ROUTING-PROTOCOL DSR

PROPAGATION-LIMIT (dBm) �111

PROPAGATION-PATH LOSS Two-ray

RADIO-FREQUENCY (Hz) 2.40E+09

RADIO-TX-POWER (dBm) 10

RADIO-ANTENNA-GAIN (dBm) 0

RADIO-RX-SENSITIVITY (dBm) �91
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attacks because neighborhood nodes do not accept the
advertisement and updates directly rather it uses its lea-

der node processed information.
RADIO-RX-THRESHOLD (dBm) �81

Best Case

0
5

10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

Packet Sent
Packet Received

Figure 7a Best case.

Normal case
45
5.4. Experimental result

We have used the Global Mobile Information System Simula-
tor in our simulation [63,64]. The simulation parameters are

listed in Table 3. In order to obtain the result we have analyzed
several works [65–67].

Simulation result shows that the proposed NCS model is

outperformed DSR in terms of the energy consumption net-
work, lifetime and packet dropping ratio.

The NCS model defines packet delivery ratio (throughput)

as the performance metric.
Packet Received Ratio (PRR) in ad hoc networks with and

without NCS model.

We define PRR as follows:

PRR = (Total number of packets received successfully)/
(Total number of packets sent)

If PRR is 1 it is the best case if it is less than 1 there is selfish
activity.
15
20
25
30
35
40

Packet Sent
Packet received
5.4.1. General analysis

In this section we present a simple analysis on best case, nor-
mal case and worst case view in terms of no of packet sent
and received shown in Figs. 7a–7c respectively.
0
5

10

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

Figure 7b Normal case.
5.4.2. Time taken to implement NCS model

Fig. 8 shows that PRR depends on the time to forward a
packet from source to destination. The total time to forward
a packet from source to destination can be computed as

follows.
Without NCS Model total time to forward a packet is

TT ¼ PFTþRDT

With NCS Model total time to forward a packet is

TT ¼ NCTþ PFTþRDT

where TT (Total time), NCT (NCS Clearance Time), PFT
(Packet Forward Time), RDT (Route Discovery time).
Please cite this article in press as: Akhtar MAK, Sahoo G, Enhancing cooperation in M
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The NCT is the overhead that is required to enforce NCS to
protect an ad hoc network from selfish node. Fig. 9a shows

packet dropping status without using NCS model.
Fig. 9b shows graph shows packet dropping status with

NCS Model.

Hence, NCS Model protect ad hoc network from selfish
activity with some overhead.
ANET using neighborhood compressive sensing model, Egyptian Informatics J
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Figure 7c Worst case.
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Figure 8 Total time taken to forward packet.
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Figure 9a Without NCS Model.
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Figure 9b With NCS Model.
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5.4.3. Energy consumption

It compresses sparse data before transmission thus reduces the
amount of transmitting data in the network. The energy con-

sumption without NCS (EWCS) and with CS using NCS
model (ENcs) is defined as

EWCS ¼ ETþ EP

ENcs ¼ ECTþ EPCS

where

ET: Energy consumption in transmission without CS
ECT: Energy consumption in transmission with CS

EP: Energy consumption in processing without CS
EPCS: Energy consumption in processing with CS
The ratio of ET and ECT is approximately 40:1.

The ratio of EP and EPCs is approximately 10:1.
Please cite this article in press as: Akhtar MAK, Sahoo G, Enhancing cooperation in M
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The energy consumption of the proposed model is shown in
Fig. 10. The average energy consumption is reduced from 30
mWH to 20 mWH using our proposed NCS model. It shows

the reduction in energy consumption up to 33%.
Thus, the proposed model reduces total energy consump-

tion to prolong life of the network.

5.4.4. Network lifetime

Moreover, Fig. 11 illustrates the effectiveness of NCS Model
to prolong network lifetime than plain DSR.
ANET using neighborhood compressive sensing model, Egyptian Informatics J
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Fig. 11 shows the comparison of network lifetime of plain
DSR [19] and DSR with NCS Model. NCS Model offers
improvements in network lifetime up to 20%.

6. Conclusion

Securing Ad-hoc network is today’s major concern. A lot of

attacks and misbehaves degrades the performance and reliabil-
ity of Mobile Ad hoc network (MANET). This paper presents
the use of Compressive Sensing (CS) in the reduction of

resource consumption to minimize battery and bandwidth
usage as well as it prevents from attacks and misbehavior.
The proposed Neighborhood Compressive Sensing (NCS)

model compresses the neighborhood sparse data such as rout-
ing table updates and other advertisement. Initially a MANET
is divided in terms of the neighborhood called neighborhood

group (NG). Sparse data are compressed by neighborhood
node and then forwarded to the leader node. The leader node
joins all neighborhood sparse data to reconstruct the original
data and then broadcasts in its neighborhood. This gives a

reduction in resource consumption because major computa-
tions are performed at the leader end which saves battery
power of neighborhood nodes. It compresses sparse data

before transmission thus reduces the amount of transmitting
data in the network which saves the total energy consumption
to prolong life of the network. It also prevents from attacks

and misbehavior because individual nodes do not accept the
advertisement and updates directly rather it uses leader node
processed information. Simulation result shows that the pro-
posed NCS model is outperformed DSR in terms of the energy

consumption network, lifetime and packet dropping ratio.
Hence, the proposed model enhances cooperation in MANET
by reducing resource consumption.
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